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1. Aims of research

The Artists’ New Society (KUT – Képzőművészek Új Társasága) was one of the most 

important – if not the most important – organization representing the interests of Hungarian 

modern artists between the two world wars. KUT operated continuously from the Society’s 

first  exhibition  in  1924  to  its  last  show  in  late1943.  KUT’s  shows  were  important  and 

representative occasions of their era. They were in the centre of attention, which is obvious 

from the extensive media coverage they attracted. 

The founders (among others) were: József Rippl-Rónai, János Vaszary, Ödön Márffy, 

János  Kmetty,  Géza  Bornemissza,  József  Egry,  who represented  the  crème  of  the  time’s 

artists; at least of those who chose to stay in Hungary after the revolution of 1919. Rippl and 

Vaszary were previously leading artists of  “Artists’ House” (Művészház) a very important 

and influential artists’ group (1909-14) thus they lent their prestige to KUT. This prestige 

remained intact even after Rippl’s death and Vaszary’s departure as the leaders of KUT were 

selected according to artistic  prestige and seniority.  Thus Vaszary was followed by Ödön 

Márffy as chairman, who was equal to his predecessors in seniority. Márffy could have stayed 

chairman till had he not resign; József Egry took over his position in 1938. János Kmetty, 

Aurél  Bernáth  and Ferenc  Medgyessy  were  also  influential.  Some prominent  artists  born 

around 1900 (Jenő Barcsay,  Gyula Hincz, Jenő Medveczky, István Dési Huber, Tibor Vilt 

etc.) managed to secure influential positions within KUT from the mid-1930s.

Between the world wars, from 1929 the modernists suffered a serious loss of influence 

and  importance  in  the  mainstream  artistic  scene.  Their  KUT’s  previous  mainstream 

achievements  (presence  at  important  international  exhibitions,  shows  at  the  Hungarian 

Kunsthalle - Műcsarnok etc.) ceased to exist and the more traditional Hungarian Society of 

Fine  arts  (OMKT -  Országos  Magyar  Képzőművészeti  Társulat)  became  prominent  once 

again. KUT’s positions therefore were narrowed down; the society received support mainly 

from the private sphere. From 1935 KUT became a legitimate and regulated body and shared 

the modernist views, aspirations and many members with the Szinyei Society. They had little 

room to manoeuvre and had to face many forced compromises thus many radical ideas and 

initiatives were omitted. By 1938 Hungarian legislation made it extremely difficult for new 

societies of any kind to be founded; also The Society of New Artists (UME – Új Művészek 

Egyesülete) the previously founded formerly thriving KUT competitor became insignificant 

by  the  mid  1930s  and  although  it  did  not  cease  to  exist  completely  its  most  prominent 

members joined KUT.  
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One on the main aims of my dissertation is to map the networks within KUT, thus shed light 

on the actual power structure and the associations within the society. The significance of the 

matter is in its power-hierarchy system that determined who received the privilege of public 

exposure at the time. 

In accordance to the above other artists’ societies - the Szinyei Society and the UME after all - 

are  also  introduced.  (Both  societies  could  very  well  serve  as  subjects  to  independent 

dissertations on their own right.)

Another aim was to write the institutional history of KUT, as far as the society’s foundation, 

its working mechanisms and its members are concerned. 

As  KUT’s  actual  function  manifested  itself  in  exhibitions,  the  actual  shows  have  to  be 

reconstructed  as  well.  The  dissertation  can  only partly  answer  to  this  challenge  (like  the 

detailed account of exhibitions in 1929-30). A task of this calibre can only be shown in its full 

potential at a future exhibition; it would involve biographically referencing approximately 300 

exhibitors as well. 

2. Chosen methods of research

The writing of the dissertation followed years of research into the history and membership of 

KUT. As a base I managed to compile  a bibliography containing all  the literature  I  have 

managed to find so far in connection to KUT. Its primary sources are descriptions and reviews 

of the exhibitions taken from papers of the time and other materials: news and descriptions of 

KUT assemblies and other happenings. I also used materials from the archives that reveal 

many original documents and sources. There are manuscripts,  journals, clippings from the 

estates of KUT artists; as well as sources From the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (MTA). 

Monographies,  original  texts  and  studies  of  the  era  (i.e.  Ildikó  Nagy’s  research  into  the 

sculptors of KUT) served as secondary sources. The material is enormous can be researched 

for a lifetime and the story is long and there are many people involved. 

There were additional pieces of material used, too - from various sources (archives, estates, 

newspapers etc.) these were photographs of exhibition interiors, which were important for the 

identification of the exhibited pieces. The identification of the pieces is made possible by 

museum research, I also used data from private collections and the auction houses were of 

great help, too. 

The  dissertation  looks  at  several  events,  thus  its  of  diverse  nature.  It  is  roughly  in 

chronological order, yet the institutional history and the exhibition reconstructions interlock; 

therefore the history is repeatedly interrupted by the descriptions of exhibitions and the other 
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matters;  i.e.  those  involving  the  participants  and  other  connections  to  the  place  of  the 

exhibition, foreign relations and descriptions of dominant artistic phenomena of the time (i.e. 

art deco). My aim was to describe the phenomenon completely; certain details may prove to 

deserve a more detailed description in the future. 

3. Main findings of the dissertation

The 1924-1950 history of KUT is described in several periods:

a. 1924-26 Under the direction of János Vaszary

In this period KUT very much resembles classic, spontaneously formed avant-garde groups. It 

is a “free” organization at first, not legitimate and the organisation is fairly simple as well. 

The  society starts  its  own journal,  also called  KUT;  its  main  purpose is  to  advertise  the 

members’ art and to give an international outlook and news of KUT. KUT’s “chief ideologist 

and  main  artist”  is  János  Vaszary,  who with  the  organisation  of  UME founds  the  youth 

section of KUT.

b. 1926-32 Under the direction of Miklós Rózsa

When Vaszary and UME part ways with KUT Rózsa changes the workings of the society 

according to his own notions. He starts by increasing KUT membership in 1926, which peaks 

around 1930. Miklós Rózsa is a “managerial type of person”. He defines his policy “from here 

to naturalism and beyond”, thus covering all modernist pursuits. His goal is to get modernism 

into a position of power. He re-organises the KUT establishment into a pyramidal structure, 

based on the structure of “Művészház”, he involves politicians, financiers etc. As KUT had no 

exhibition space of its own he organises the “Modernist Exhibition Organising Committee” 

that opens Gallery Tamás, which becomes the informal exhibition space for KUT artists. They 

also have collective exhibitions at the National Salon (Nemzeti Szalon) and in the Hungarian 

Kunsthalle (Műcsarnok). He tries to reform the artists’ residential estate in Szentendre, that  – 

had he been successful – could have been a great forum for KUT artists. He hoped to get 

further  support  from  the  “Új  Szín”  (New  Colour)  Journal,  but  only  three  issues  were 

published.  He  also  involved  Hungarian  avant-garde  artists  living  abroad  and  wanted  to 

broaden KUT’s   pursuits  to  inviting  architects  and commercial  artists  to  exhibitions  thus 

strengthening the presence of modernism. But his work fails to deliver results which leads to 

his resignation in 1932.

c. The  period  between  1932-35  can  looked  upon  as  a  slump.  The  journalist  Viktor 

Márjás takes Rózsa’s place as KUT’c chairman. There is no specific concept at this 

time  and  there  are  several  attempts  of  secession  that  could  have  lead  to  KUT’s 
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complete  collapse  (Híd  Csoport  –  Bridge  Group,  Fiatalok  Kiállítása  –  Youths’ 

Exhibition).

d. 1935-43  Until  late  1943  relatively  balanced,  functional  period  according  to  the 

statutes. KUT’s organisation does not change after 1939 and there are no charismatic 

leading  figures.  Viktor  Márjás,  Aurél  Kárpát,  Zoltán  Farkas,  Pál  Gergely take  the 

helm;  Ödön Márffy (1927-38) act  as art  director  followed by József Egry.  KUT’s 

image is very much shaped by the artists themselves. Aurél Bernáth, János Kmetty, 

Ferenc Medgyessy, József Egry, Ödön Márffy decide in matters of importance. They 

do not publish a journal and there is no definitive artistic agenda. KUT’s function is 

narrowed down to occasional general meetings and formal KUT dinners, one annual 

exhibition  and  their  administration;  as  it  is  common  with  more  traditional  artists’ 

groups. 

e. Between 1945-50 KUT’s history becomes “invisible” – we can only guess from court 

reports and resolves that can be found in archives.
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